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Abstract: Predictive processing framework (PP) has found wide applications in cognitive
science and philosophy. It is an attractive candidate for a unified account of the mind in which
perception, action, and cognition fit together in a single model. However, PP cannot claim this
role if it fails to accommodate an essential part of cognition—conceptual thought. Recently,
Daniel Williams (2018) argued that PP struggles to address at least two of thought’s core
properties — generality and rich compositionality. In this paper, I show that neither necessarily
presents a problem for PP. In particular, I argue that because we do not have access to cognitive
processes but only to their conscious manifestations, compositionality may be a manifest
property of thought, rather than a feature of the thinking process, and result from the interplay of
thinking and language. Pace Williams, both of these capacities, constituting parts of a complex
and multifarious cognitive system, may be fully based on the architectural principles of PP.
Under the assumption that language presents a subsystem separate from conceptual thought, I
sketch out one possible way for PP to accommodate both generality and rich compositionality.
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1. Introduction
The predictive processing framework1 (or PP for short, see Clark 2013; Hohwy 2013; Friston
2005; Rao and Ballard 1999) successfully accounts for a wide variety of perceptual and cognitive
processes in multiple domains. Vision (Hohwy, Roepstorff, and Friston 2008), body-awareness
(Palmer, Paton, Kirkovski, Enticott, and Hohwy 2015), language and communication (Friston
and Frith 2015; Rappe 2019), emotion (Miller and Clark 2018; Seth 2013; Velasco and Loev
2020), and psychiatric disorders2 have all received explanations that appeal to the basic PP
architectural principles such as hierarchical generative models, long term prediction error
minimization, and precision weightings. This extension is unusual. Cognitive science so far has
been characterized by specialized explanations, while predictive processing promises to unify
perception, action, and cognition, fitting them into a single model (Clark 2013; Seth 2015). A
unified framework could offer a single coherent system of how the mind/brain functions and a
better integration of sub-fields in the cognitive sciences. As Paul Thagard notes, “the value of a
unified theory of thinking goes well beyond psychology, neuroscience, and other cognitive
sciences” (Thagard 2019, p. xvi). Philosophically, too, the mind has also been mostly theorized
as a set of faculties, modules, or capacities all of which require their own account. The idea of a
“one size fits all” framework offering a single explanatory basis for cognitive and social
sciences, arts, and humanities is daring and philosophically novel. However, it remains
controversial whether PP can accommodate an essential part of cognition—conceptual thought.
There are other reasons to object to the unifying power of PP (see e.g. Colombo and Hartmann
2017), but conceptual thought presents one of the biggest challenges: If it cannot be explained as
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For an accessible introduction on predictive processing see, for example, Wiese and Metzinger (2018). For a
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a predictive process, PP cannot pretend to provide an exhaustive account of the mind (Huang
2008; Seth 2015), certainly not for philosophers.
Several have already debated how PP can account for core characteristics of cognition such as
consciousness and qualia (Hohwy 2012; Clark 2019; Clark, Friston, and Wilkinson 2019; Dołęga
and Dewhurst 2020) but less is done on conceptual thinking. As Daniel Williams (2018) points
out, the standard strategy in PP remains to treat cognitive and perceptual hypotheses as forming
a common generative hierarchy, with the hypotheses related to higher-order cognitive processes
situated “higher up” (cognition-on-top approach) or more centrally (if the hierarchy is presented
as a net, rather than a ladder). As a result, the standard strategy mostly deflects the problem of
explaining thought in PP by renouncing the cognition-perception divide (Fletcher and Frith 2009;
Hohwy 2013, but see Deroy 2019).3
However, the standard strategy may be a misnomer here, as the idea that there is something
special about conceptual thought remains much more standard in philosophy as well as the
cognitive sciences. Williams (2018) suggests that thinking has two core properties that resist the
assimilation to perception: it is general and richly compositional. Generality refers to the ability
to flexibly reason about phenomena at any level of spatial and temporal scale and abstraction.
Compositionality, on the other hand, refers to the ability to combine concepts into structured
thoughts (ensuring that the expressive power of thought matches that of at least first-order logic).
According to Williams, the architectural commitments of PP (which include an interconnected
perceptual-conceptual generative hierarchy, conditional independence of its levels, and
probability-based relationships between them) preclude the framework from ever fully
accommodating these properties of human thought. If the standard strategy breaks down,
Williams argues, the proponents of predictive accounts of the mind must either accept that PP
only applies to some cognitive processes or propose how to explain compositionality and
generality of thought outside the internal PP apparatus, by appealing to language as a public
symbolic system.
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One difference still remains: cognition requires a mechanism of decoupling from the immediate environment and
is afforded by offline simulation, while perception is more tightly coupled with the sensory input.
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But are such concessions warranted or inevitable? Could PP, with its core internal architectural
commitments, accommodate the properties of generality and compositionality which Williams
consider sign its limits? In this paper I propose one solution.4 I treat linguistic and conceptual
representations as distinct (section 2) and argue that compositionality may be a surface property
resulting from an interplay of thought mechanisms, conscious access, and linguistic machinery,
rather than a property of the thinking process itself (section 3). I then sketch out a PP picture of
conceptual thought that accommodates both generality (section 4) and surface compositionality
(section 5). Thought and language upon my proposal are two parts of a complex and multifarious
cognitive system that are fully supported by a PP-type architecture. The paper ends with a brief
discussion of the implications of the approach and possible future directions (section 6).

2. Cutting in the thinking bundle
A necessary step is to agree first on what thought is, for it to be a challenge for PP. As noted by
Williams (2018) and others (see, e.g., Fodor 2008; Harman 2015; Kahneman 2011), thought is
an umbrella term. It applies to processes such as reasoning, planning, deliberating, and
reflecting, which seem to have different properties, functional principles, and even goals (beyond
the very general ones, such as survival of the organism). The commonality between these
processes is that they all appear to be conceptual, that is, require the ability to form and
manipulate concepts. With concepts, at least following a popular view, come two core properties
of thought. Conceptual thought is general as “we can think and flexibly reason about phenomena
at any level of spatial and temporal scale and abstraction” (Williams 2018, p. 1). It is also richly
compositional, as “concepts productively combine to yield our thoughts” in a specific way
(Williams 2018, p. 1).
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Recently, in his doctoral dissertation Alex Kiefer (2019) proposed a more general defense of connectionist
architectures against the critiques related to the productivity and systematicity challenge. Furthermore, his account
relies on the distinction very similar to the distinction between functional and concatenative compositionality
discussed in this paper (section 3). Both of us argue that functional compositionality is sufficient for systematicity.
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Under such a treatment, conceptual thought resembles language: Thought is a kind of linguistic
proposition, and concepts are directly associated with their linguistic labels. The process of
producing thought consists then in combining linguistic labels-concepts that reside at different
levels of the representational hierarchy (in PP terms). However, recent evidence from linguistics5
and clinical neuroscience suggests that “many aspects of thought engage distinct brain regions
from, and do not depend on, language” (Fedorenko and Varley 2016, p. 132). For example,
visual thinking commonly used in mathematical proofs (see e.g. Nelsen 1993), while being
conceptual, does not seem to involve language (Tversky 2019). Further, some non-linguistic
animals, such as cephalopods, primates, and rodents, are able to perform a range of cognitive
tasks typically associated with concept-formation.6 Of course, the same cognitive tasks may be
accomplished differently in humans and non-linguistic animals. The findings, however, do
suggest that some higher-order cognitive tasks associated with conceptual thought do not, in
principle, require capacity for language.
If being conceptual and being linguistic are not one and the same, we should avoid misattributing
properties from one domain to the other. The way thought appears in our conscious experience,
as if we were having an inner speech, may have played a role in the adoption of Language-ofThought-like approaches to thinking (Fodor 2008). However, such experience does not
correspond to the whole of our thinking activity (Heavey and Hurlburt 2008) and even less
reflect the actual mechanisms of thinking (Machery 2005; Wilkinson and Fernyhough 2018). At
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the very best, we can expect that, when it occurs, our conscious experience of inner thought
aligns with the outcome of subconscious thinking processing, but even that is not guaranteed.
Blindsight and visual agnosia are good examples in which one can observe the mismatch
between the outcomes of perceptual processing and conscious perception. In blindsight, a person
has no awareness of the stimulus but is able to act on it: they are not conscious of a mail slot but
can put a letter into it. When it comes to reasoning, a similar dissociation between decisionmaking process and our experience of it can be found in phenomena such as choice blindness.
Choice blindness shows that, under certain circumstances, people attribute decisions they have
not made to themselves: when presented with the opposite of their questionnaire responses, they
defend the views they said to have disagreed with. In other words, our experiences of perceptual
and cognitive processes do not correspond to the processes themselves.
If thought and language, and thinking processes and their manifestations, are distinct, we need to
consider where the real challenge for PP lies. If we try to explain thinking processes, the
intuitions provided by our conscious, phenomenological experience of language-like thought are
not good guides. On the other hand, if we want to explain this conscious experience of thought,
we have to acknowledge that it may arise from an interplay of a few separate processes. Pace
Williams (2018), I argue that compositionality is a manifest property and is better explained as
resulting from an interplay of two distinct cognitive processes—conceptual thought and
language.

3. Thinking processes do not require procedural compositionality
Starting with the hypothesis that we do not have direct access to cognitive processing, we can no
longer use our conscious perception of thought to determine whether concepts indeed combine to
yield thoughts (compositionality as a process) or whether it only appears that thoughts are
combined from concepts in a compositional manner (surface or manifest compositionality). While
PP may indeed face problems with compositionality as a process of conceptual combination, it
may be able to explain surface compositionality as a result of interaction between thought and
language, both of which may themselves be PP-based, while retaining the expressive power that
seems to be necessary for thought and is typically associated with conceptual combination as a
6

process. The main challenge then consists in showing that compositionality may indeed plausibly
be only a surface property.
The claim that one needs to argue for is that thoughts, experienced or articulated linguistically,
exhibit a form of compositionality that does not necessarily perfectly correspond to the
compositionality of the thinking process. But which compositionally is at stake? For the most
part, natural language possesses concatenative compositionality. A composite exhibits
concatenative compositionality if its constituents are its spatial or temporal parts. For instance, as
is the case in written and spoken language respectively (García-Carpintero 1996). Thought, on
the other hand, may be only functionally compositional, that is merely require that the composite
expression has proper constituents (without imposing additional spatial or temporal requirements
on them). An example of such compositionality is complex tones composed of simple sine wave
components, or partials. Such tones can be uniquely separated into partials both mathematically
and physically (by Fourier analysis and spectrum analyzer respectively) and explained in terms
of their simple wave components, despite not being temporal or spatial parts of the complex tone
(García-Carpintero 1996). Importantly, García-Carpintero (1996) argues, systematicity and
productivity of thought can be supported by functional compositionality alone as the ability to
form relational structures or concepts does not depend on the sequential order of information
processing. As Kiefer (2019, p. 234) notes, “there is no a priori requirement that in order to
represent objects and properties, a representational system must possess separable syntactic
constituents that have them as their semantic values”. For example, the system may represent
relations not as individual nodes directly corresponding to the linguistic labels that we use to
describe these relations, but instead as a variety of the corresponding states of affairs. Such
states, however, may be further collectively generalized to yield the relevant abstract concepts
and associated labels for the purpose of linguistic expression (more on the nature of concepts in
PP in section 4.3 and on the interaction between thought and language in section 5.1). Although
this type of representation may be rather “unwieldy and redundant”, it is not in principle
impossible (Kiefer 2019, p. 234).
Because our conscious experience of thought is often mediated by natural language (Frankish
2018), and natural language syntax/semantics are, for the most part, concatenatively
compositional, thought inherits the appearance of concatenative compositionality from language.
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However, concatenative compositionality of language is a property of conscious structured
thoughts and does not necessarily reflect how thought and language are processed in the brain. It
is tempting and intuitive to link concatenative compositionality to semantic atomism, or the idea
of progressive bottom-up conceptual or linguistic combination as a way of constructing higher
order chunks of language or meaning. However, as noted by many philosophers of language,
including Gottlob Frege (1879), semantic atomism quickly runs into problems. To begin with,
certain linguistic concepts do not have meaning in isolation, and hence, trying to interpret them
bottom up is pointless. Further, the ability to substitute parts of a sentence, which is often
thought of as equivalent with bottom-up compositionality (Hodge 2001; Janssen 2001), does not
hold generally (Frege 1892). One notable exception to the substitution property, for example, is
subordinate clauses, where an expression can only be substituted with an expression with the
same customary sense—the way the expression presents the referent (as opposed to its truth
value). Semantic atomism does not sit too well with novel metaphors either. In metaphors, the
meaning of an expression is not equal to the compositional combination of lower-level chunks or
concepts, so it is hard to explain how such meaning arises through bottom-up conceptual
combination (at least without significantly complicating the story).
An alternative approach, top-down contextuality, suggests that rather than starting with concepts
and putting them together to form coherent thoughts and judgements, one obtains meanings of
the parts of an expression by decomposing the thought (Hermes, Kambartel, Kaulbach, Long,
and White 1981). The point of departure is a complete thought, and the idea is understood before
individual words are recognized (Janssen 2001). This form of top-down contextuality may be too
strong as parts of the sentence obviously contribute to the expression of the sense of the sentence
(Gabriel, Hermes, Kambartel, Thiel, and Veraart 1976). However, the word “contribution”
suggests that the meaning of a compound sentence is, perhaps, gestalt-like (more than the sum of
meaning of its parts), as opposed to purely compositional (all elements of the meaning are
contained in the lexical items and their syntactic relations within the sentence).
This weak version of compositionality is gaining popularity due to the new findings in cognitive
linguistics and recent focus of semanticists on figurative speech and non-literal meanings. PP,
with its simultaneous bottom-up and top-down processing style, is in a great position to
accommodate these insights, especially under the idea of separation of conceptual thought and
8

language. In fact, as pointed out by one of the reviewers of this manuscript, the rejection of
semantic atomism is explicitly argued for in defense of PP-based semantics by Kiefer and
Hohwy (2018) and is generally assumed in widely popular vector space semantic models (Kiefer
2019). Before outlining my approach to compositionality in PP, however, let us tackle the
generality challenge.

4. The generality problem
4.1 Personal level beliefs can still be about small objects and rapidly changing regularities
Generality targets "the fact that we can think and reason about phenomena at any level of spatial
and temporal scale and abstraction” (Williams 2018, p. 2) in a way that flexibly combines
representations across such levels. Williams argues that the existing predictive views about
cognitive representation cannot accommodate this fact because of the two core commitments of
PP. First, representational hierarchy tracks computational distance from sensory surfaces (higher
levels predict and receive error signal from the lower levels). Second, it tracks representations of
phenomena at increasingly larger spatiotemporal scales (Hohwy 2013). Following Jona Vance
(2015), Williams argues that these two commitments are in tension with the standard strategy
that assumes common hierarchy of perception and cognition:
[If] beliefs are supposed to exist higher up the hierarchy and moving higher up the
hierarchy is supposed to result in representations of phenomena at larger spatiotemporal
scales, it should be impossible to have beliefs about extremely small phenomena
implicated in fast-moving regularities […] This point doesn’t apply to uniquely ‘highlevel’ reasoning of the sort found in deliberate intellectual or scientific enquiry: patients
suffering from ‘delusional parasitosis’ wrongly believe themselves to be infested with
tiny parasites, insects, or bugs—a fact difficult to square with Fletcher and Frith’s (2009)
suggestion … that delusions arise in ‘higher’ levels of the hierarchy, if this hierarchy is
understood in terms of increasing spatiotemporal scale (Williams 2018, p. 16).
The term beliefs discussed above refers primarily to a folk-psychological notion of beliefs
typically associated with the ‘personal level’. Such beliefs, according to the standard strategy, are
9

indeed thought to be located at the higher levels of the generative hierarchy (or hierarchies).
However, as Williams himself notes, “there is a sense in which all information processing within
predictive brains implicates Beliefs…As such, the same fundamental kind of representation
underlies representation in both sensory cortices and cortical regions responsible for intuitively
‘higher-level’ cognition”. (Williams 2018, p.12). The difference between such higher-level
beliefs and lower-level percepts may lie, for example, in conscious or metacognitive access,
complexity, and resulting phenomenology, but not necessarily in the way of representing
(although such possibility is not entirely out of the question) (Barsalou and Prinz 1997;
Goldstone and Barsalou 1998; Tacca 2011).
The two commitments regarding representations above (tracking computational distance from
the sensory surfaces and increasing on the spatio-temporal scale) are indeed often considered to
be part-and-parcel of the standard strategy in PP. However, there is no real tension between them
and the standard strategy. Rather, the tension pointed out by Vance (2015) stems not from the
representational commitments themselves, but from (mis)treating the properties of
representations (computational distance and spatiotemporal scale) as directly reflected in the
updating process. First, let us consider computational distance. The bottom representational
levels of the hierarchy are linked to the sensory inputs. As we move further along the hierarchy
and further away from the sensors, we get progressively more complex representations that rely
on multiple types of lower-level features. For example, lower levels of the visual hierarchy may
represent simple features such as luminosity, edges, or shapes, while higher levels—multifeature objects or an entire perceptual scene. At a certain point, representations may become
multisensory.7 As higher-level representations are informed by prediction errors coming from the
levels below, complexity, in a certain sense, implies more relevant variables. In a bottom-up
processing approach this would also imply a more involved computation. However, when it
comes to processing, in PP representations are not constructed and unpacked bottom-up by
necessarily settling the lower levels of the hierarchy first. Instead, there is often significant topdown influence. Representations are taken to be conditionally independent from the levels not
directly above or below them and updating across all levels is simultaneous, not sequential.
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Further, prediction error propagating upwards from any level may have a system-wide effect. Of
course, certainty or precision of the higher-level hypotheses to a significant extent depends on
accumulating prediction error and feedback from the levels below and hence, in some cases,
higher levels may take longer to settle, but this is situation-specific and not true in general. In
other words, at least in principle, the content of the higher levels can be updated as flexibly and
dynamically as that of the lower levels despite the difference in computational distance to the
sensory surfaces.
Let us now turn to the spatiotemporal properties: Can PP accommodate higher-level
representations about lower-level representations given that representations increase in the
spatiotemporal scale as we move higher up the generative hierarchy? The specific example
(having delusions about being infested with tiny parasites) chosen by Williams to present this
challenge is unfortunate, as it ties the notion of spatial increase in the hierarchy to the physical
dimensions of the represented objects. Principally, there is no difference for PP whether one has
delusions about tiny parasites or giant dinosaurs. What seems like a more relevant challenge is
the span (time property) and scope (space property) of the hypotheses’ content. To illustrate the
point though the temporal case: If higher-level representations are in some way temporally
spread-out, how can they represent temporally fine-grained (fleeting) things or properties as they
exist in real time? The key is that lower-level representations (say, object-level) are represented
at the higher levels as part of a more complex representation that places them within a
scene/world8. Here, as in the case of the computational distance commitment, the way a PPsystem processes information becomes relevant. Because the system is updated simultaneously
across the hierarchy and does so in a largely conditionally independent manner, the object-in-ascene representations are updated as quickly as the object representations, as long as the relevant
information is available. Hence, ultimately, although lower levels are, of course, relevant to
formation of the higher-level representations, neither the specific computational distance from
sensory surfaces nor the position on the spatiotemporal scale do not play much role in PP’s
ability to support high-level hypotheses about low-level dynamically changing events.
4.2 Concepts are meaningfully located at a specific region of a hierarchy.
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Could we assume that multimodal or amodal representations can effectively predict the
phenomena represented across different sensory modalities? This could happen, for example, by
implementing spherical or web-like architectures (with proximal inputs across different
modalities perturbing the outer edges, Penny 2012; but see also Gilead, Trope, and Liberman
2020), Still, according to Williams, this solution faces additional problems:
Either [PP] simply abandons the view that conceptual representation is meaningfully
located at some region of a hierarchy in favour of a conventional understanding of
concepts as an autonomous domain of amodal representations capable in principle of
ranging over any phenomena […]; or it offers some principled means of characterising
the region of the hierarchy involved in non-perceptual domains. (Williams, 2018 p.16
These alternatives seemingly leave the standard strategy at an impasse. According to Williams,
to abandon the idea of meaningfully localizing conceptual representations in the hierarchy is to
contradict the standard strategy, as we can no longer talk about cognitive representations being
located above the perceptual ones. On the other hand, one may not be able to find adequate
criteria for localization of conceptual representations. “Do my thoughts about electrons activate
representations at a different position in “the hierarchy” to my thoughts about the English
football team’s defensive strategy, or the hypothesised block universe? If so, by what principle?”
(Williams 2018, p. 17). I argue that it is senseful to talk about conceptual representations or
(winning) hypotheses associated with personal level beliefs, thought, etc., as being located
further away from the sensory cortices than non-conceptual perceptual representations without
necessarily having to characterize the specific “region of the hierarchy involved in nonperceptual domains” (Williams 2018, p. 16). In fact, attempting to specify such a region in a
certain sense would mean to fundamentally misunderstand the core tenets of PP.
To begin with, although there may be many situations where the lower perceptual levels do not
play much role in cognitive inference (e.g., offline simulation), in principle, any level of the
generative hierarchy (assuming it has enough weight) can affect processing at any other level.
On the other hand, such approach does not either preclude or necessitate activation of sensory
cortices when it comes to thinking about concepts related to perception. The standard strategy
merely postulates that higher-order cognitive beliefs are located above perceptual ones, not that
there is a certain restricted region that is exclusively involved in non-perceptual domains or that
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perceptual information must necessarily be used to arrive at a higher-level (cognitive)
hypothesis. Williams’ example (2018, p. 16) of a blind person thinking about light patches is
meant to present a challenge to the standard strategy but it fails as PP does not require activation
of the relevant part of the visual cortex in order to conceptualize about light patches. Depending
on each individual case (innate or acquired blindness, etc.) the generative model and the
processing path may differ. This, to a certain extent, is true even for the people without visual (or
other sensory) impairments. Generative models are specific to each individual and their leaning
paths, and even within one individual hypotheses about similar events may be formed in
different ways case by case, with the error signal coming from any level of the hierarchy.
Another complication in characterizing a specific region involved in non-perceptual domain or
allocating concepts at certain levels in absolute terms is that lower-level hypotheses contributing
to conceptual representations have complex branching structures with branches of different depth
and potentially incorporate information from multiple sensory domains. For that reason, it would
not be possible to pinpoint a specific level “n” across the hierarchy that would purely consists of
representations of concepts (or any kind of representations of certain complexity or united by
certain features). None of this, however, precludes us from making sense of the cognition-on-top
approach in PP. Rather than fixing the location, we just need to specify how concepts arise and
relate to the contributing lower-level perceptual hypotheses.
4.3 Concepts are dynamic representations
So, what would be a helpful way to think about concepts in PP with respect to the considerations
above? Following Michel (2016, 2020), I suggest that concepts in PP may be best thought of as
“highly flexible, dynamic, and context-dependent representations” (Michel 2020, p. 625), rather
than relatively stable theories, and include ad-hoc, non-consciously accessible, multi-modal
representations with cross-domain connections (Michel 2016, 2020). A concept of a cat, for
example, can be linked to various features such as fluffy texture, purring sound, and triangular
ears, as well as a range of “cat-related” situations. Conceptual representations, however, are
“thinner” than the contributing representations and do not contain all the richness of detail.
According to Michel (2020), the cognitive role of concepts is precisely in abstracting away the
unnecessary, irrelevant information. This allows the brain to more efficiently generate error-
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minimized predictions given the high cost of metabolic activity. For example, in order to avoid
stepping on a cat, it would be sufficient to have information about its rough shape, size, and
some general patterns of behavior (Michel 2020). In some cases, entirely new prediction units
may be created on the fly for abstracting a frugal representation (Michel 2020, Kiefer 2019). To
qualify as concepts in the traditional sense of the word, such representations would need to
additionally gain conscious accessibility (perhaps, through language), relative stability, and
applicability across a certain range of domains.
A thin and fleeting concept could grow into a rich and stable one if it turns out to be
useful in the prediction economy. Also, representations that initially have a narrow range
of application might get a more generalized use through mechanisms like “neural
recycling.” (Michel 2020, p. 635)
The existing concepts can continually fine-tune their cognitive content and modulate the content
used for inferences depending on the context. Picking the relevant parts of the cognitive content
in each context and selecting the most efficient route for categorization may be afforded by
precision-weighing. To summarize, concepts are predictive units crucial for “data compression
and context-sensitive modulation of the prediction detail” (Michel 2020, p. 634). To that, I would
add that such compression is not only beneficial for efficient processing, but also for
communication. As a speculative point, this may be the reason why language operates with
lexical units that tend to correspond to stabilized concepts. This approach to concepts as dynamic
multi-modal representations (although not in the PP context) is further supported by recent
finding on distributed concepts (Handjaras, Ricciardi, Leo, Lenci, Cecchetti, Cosottini et al.
2016), re-wiring experiments (Newton and Sur, 2005), and neural re-usage phenomena
(Anderson 2010) that suggest a high degree of flexibility and interconnectivity (Michel 2020).
Importantly, such an approach does not contradict either the idea of spatiotemporal scale increase
when it is understood as hypothesis generality, or Williams’s suggestion that abstract concepts
are not strictly causal (they are aggregations constructed for efficiency, but not necessarily
something meaningfully located in the world). Further, the notion of concepts as dynamically
generated hypotheses abstracting features of the lower-level representations still allows concepts
to be meaningfully located in a region of the hierarchy above hypotheses directly related to
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sensory input. Concepts are essentially multimodal, cross-domain representations constructed on
top of the non-conceptual perceptual ones, and the more abstract ones are further removed from
their perceptual beginnings (see, e.g., Meteyard et al. 2012, Kiefer and Hohwy 2018). The
dynamic “made to order” representations, on one hand, extrapolate from perceptual features and
may serve as a proper top level of the perpetual hierarchy, essentially forming our perceptual
ontology. On the other hand, they serve as constituents of thought and stabilize into less dynamic
“full” concepts. This is in line with the weak embodiment approach to concepts (see, for
example, Meteyard et al. 2012 and Dove 2018), works nicely with the traditional “cognition-ontop” PP, which seems to presuppose some kind of transitional area (levels) that would bridge
perception and cognition, and accommodates the observation that perceptual categories are much
more context dependent and flexible than concepts proper (Deroy, 2019). That said, where
specifically the border between conceptual and non-conceptual representations lies in perception
is a topic of an ongoing debate. One extreme view is to argue that all perceptual representations
in the hierarchy with the only exception of the lowest level (directly representing the incoming
sensory signal) could be called conceptual. In such case, conceptual representations would span
almost the entirety of the generative hierarchy. Yet, it seems that for most people, including
Michel (2020), when it comes to conceptual representations at least a certain degree of
abstraction is implied, which means that concepts are located, for example, above the specific
structured collections of visual features that we recognize (with the help of concepts or not) as
instances of specific objects. This interpretation is consistent with the standard strategy in PP and
puts concepts on top of the non-conceptual perceptual levels.
But how does this picture result in the kind of seemingly compositional expressions combining
“representations from across levels of any conceivable hierarchy” that we register as thoughts
(Williams 2018, p. 17) on the conscious level? This question brings us back to the discussions of
compositionality and the interaction between language and thought.
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5. Separation between thought and language in PP may address the
compositionality problem
Let us return to William’s notion of rich compositionality. According to Williams,
compositionality is a “principle of representational systems in which the representational
properties of a set of atomic representations compose to yield the representational properties of
molecular representations” (my emphasis, Williams 2018, p. 18). Compositionality of the
representational system is further commonly taken to explain productivity and systematicity of
human cognition, that is our capacity to come up with an infinite number of meaningful
utterances and the fact that the ability to produce some thoughts is inherently tied to the ability to
produce others. Nevertheless, as Williams notes, it is not enough to express compositionality in
terms of productivity and systematicity as all sorts of cognitive architectures that are otherwise
limited can potentially produce them in different varieties (Williams 2018). For example, both
productivity (infinitary character) and systematicity underlying thought only require functional
systematicity (see section 3). As discussed in section 2, due to the lack of access to, or
representative capture of the underlying mechanisms, even the assessment of directionality of the
process cannot be safely made. Whether in thought atomic representations compose to yield the
representational properties of molecular representations is contentious.
To more strictly specify the compositional requirements for thought, Williams proposes a
definition of rich compositionality, that is the property of being at least as expressive as firstorder logic. (Williams 2018). As he notes, this seems a fairly minimal requirement: “Notice how
low the bar is in the current context: all one requires is to show that some features of higher
cognition are at least as expressive as first-order logic. This claim could not plausibly be denied”
(Williams 2018, p. 21). He further argues that PP is unable to satisfy this requirement due to its
commitment to the kind of connectionist architecture that may be represented through
hierarchical probabilistic graphical models. Such graphical models have expressive power
equivalent to propositional logic, that is limited to facts with “operations […] defined over
atomic (i.e. unstructured) representations of such facts—namely, propositions” (Williams 2018,
p. 20). The ontology of first-order logic, on the other hand, comprises not just facts but objects
and relations, thereby representing “the world as having things in it that are related to each other,
not just variables with values” (Russell and Norvig 2010, p. 58, as cited by Williams 2018).
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Williams’s proposed strategies are either to abandon the specific predictive coding architecture,
restrict the scope of the framework, or to relegate the explanation of the aforementioned
phenomena to the “distinctive contribution of natural language and public combinatorial symbol
systems more generally” (Williams 2018, p.22). The challenge with the latter strategy is to
explain how “human thought... inherit[s] such systematicity as it displays from the grammatical
structure of human language itself” (Clark 2000, as cited by Williams 2018, p. 23). In light of
the discussion in section 3, I would like to reformulate this challenge not in terms of inheritance
or transfer, but in terms of interaction between thought and language. The lateral connections
and non-homogeneous priors so strongly emphasized by Clark allow for a variety of
multidimensional subsystems (including linguistic) that integrate with each other at various
points and whose existence, nevertheless, does not contradict the commitment to the predictive
coding architecture. In the following paragraphs, I outline a PP-type picture that explains how
conceptual and linguistic representations work together to produce the kind of introspective
experience of thought that we have.
5.1 PP-based proposal of how conceptual thought and language interact
Consider a PP hierarchy of inference (perceptuo-conceptual hierarchy or PCH) in line with the
standard strategy. Conceptual thought in the form of hypotheses is distributed across different
levels. Each node below the top one represents a lower-level hypothesis and is taken to be
causally dependent on the adjacent levels only. The processing system operates simultaneously
both in top-down and bottom-up fashion progressively updating the precision-weighted
predictions supplied in the downward flow. As discussed in the previous section, concepts in PP
are representational systems that form dynamically as hypotheses and include ad-hoc, nonconsciously accessible, multi-modal representations with cross-domain connections that help to
efficiently generate error-minimized predictions (Michel 2020). Concepts representing relations
between the fact-type hypotheses (described by Williams as the only kinds of hypothesis
available to PP) are similarly just hypotheses/concepts statistically extrapolated from individual
instances involving such relations. Rich dimensionality of the generative models (and human
neural networks) allows for such dependencies to be integrated as separate inferential nodes.
Certain nodes in the PCH (especially at the level of stabilized concepts) may be associated with
linguistic tags on a probabilistic basis. Such matching can happen either simultaneously with the
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inferential process in the PCH or after the inference stabilizes—recall the idea of decomposition
of thought to obtain meaning of separate parts (section 3). The former seems to me like the more
likely option, although this question should be settled empirically.
The rules and regularities of language use may form their own part of the hierarchical generative
model (LH). The representations in the LH are essentially of the same type as in the PCH.
However, the interaction between LH and PCH parts of the model is characterized primarily by
lateral connectivity, while, internally, LH and PCH are characterized by a more traditional,
primarily hierarchical architecture. The lateral connections between conceptual and linguistic
hierarchies occur at various levels (starting with the level where relationship between concepts
and words may be identified). However, not all concepts (whether of relationship or object type)
have to directly map onto linguistic tags used to express thought. It is sufficient that the
conceptual system overall can be mapped to a corresponding linguistic system. Successful
association of these objects/concepts with the linguistic tags allows the system to start the
sentence generation process, which is done in a PP simultaneous bottom-up and top-down
manner.
In fact, element-wise one-to-one mapping between LH and PCH may be impossible because
thought and language may have different consistency and coherence requirements. Concepts, for
example, may be largely redundant and reemerge in different locations in the PCH.9 In fact, the
picture of the PCH introduced above makes it unlikely that conceptual representations would
form “a coherent and consistent body of knowledge that we can fully formalize in a propositional
or language-like format” (Michel 2020, p.636). As Michel points out, some argue that such
inconsistency is not only a necessary property of a human mind (Sorensen 2004), but a desirable
evolutionary feature in a highly uncertain environment (Bortolotti and Sullivan-Bissett 2017).
Natural language, on the other hand, requires (with some exceptions) consistency and coherence.
Perhaps, “we should view formal systems like [languages] as cultural artifacts that contribute to
9

As suggested by one of the anonymous reviewers, this redundance may also point to a solution to the generality
challenge. For example, the rapidly changing edges in the visual field may be represented directly in early vision
close to the sensory periphery, but also higher up in the hierarchy as a proper concept. This would help to
differentiate between the level of abstraction of the regularity vs. representation. The reviewer’s concern is that it
may be rather ad hoc to supplement PP with such additional distinctions, but see the discussion directly following
this footnote in the main text.
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shaping the mind rather than constitute it” (Michel 2020, p.636; see also Dutilh Novaes, 2012, p.
61). Now, to illustrate the model above on a concrete example, consider the following sentence:
A cat is on the mat (figure 1). !

Fig. 1 A cat is on the mat
This may be either a description of the ongoing perceptual experience, or a thought that is
isolated from the current sensory input. The former is the standard case of perceptual processing.
In order to generate a sentence that describes the scene (perhaps, describes best given a specific
context) we require nodes in the perceptual hierarchy that can ‘anchor’ linguistic tags. An
obvious contender here are object-level hypotheses (cat, mat) presenting instances of dynamic
representational concepts of the type described above. Prepositions, such as ‘on’, may also have
statistically associated lateral links to the relational concepts in the PCH. The mapping, however,
does not require for the relational concept to be as straightforward as the proposition itself—the
latter is associated with the former on a good-enough basis. Further, the associated relational
concept may be positioned above object concepts in the PCH. The mutual relationship between
concepts in the hierarchy does not matter as the linguistic system is connected to the PCH
laterally (green lines in figure 1). Other lexical items like, ‘is’, ‘a’, or ‘the’ may be potentially
treated similarly (as they may be taken to be meaning-bearing), but in general, as discussed, not
all the words have to correspond to some nodes in the PCH — Grammar requirements may be
settled within and expressed locally in the predictions running through the LH (see Rappe 2019).
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For example, the ‘cat’ node in LH is associated with the cat representation in the PCH, but as
part of LH is also associated with the specific rules of use. These rules of use are statistical
properties — strong predictions about grammatical context in which these nodes may occur.
Explicit rules may be abstracted from these regularities, but the idea here is that we originally
learn “language in use”, and the explicit rules follow later (if they are at all explicitly
represented).10 Observation of the semantic-syntactic rules of natural language can lead to the
introduction of new sentence parts that do not have direct correspondents in the PCH.
Linguistic expression stabilizes both based on the LH feedback loop and the prediction error
coming from the PCH. Linguistic hierarchy has a significantly more rigid structure and captures
thought as a kind of net stretched over the generative model. For the linguistic expression to
match the content of the winning inferential hypothesis, linguistic subhierarchy must arrive at the
state with undetectable relevant prediction error internally (which ensures coherence of the
linguistic utterance) but the lateral communication between LH and PCH must also stabilize.
This relationship between PCH and LH is mutual with both hierarchies able to influence each
other. The situation is very similar for the case of thought that does not represent the current
sensory input, except for the hyperprior that the lower-level sensory information does not play as
important a role for error generation. The mutual bootstrapping relationship between PCH and
LH in this case also helps address Williams’s point that a concept cannot be generated without
the activation of the sensory path. That said, generation of imagery and phenomenological
effects such as tasting, smelling, and experiencing tactile sensations may often accompany
thought. Perhaps, this could be explained by the downstream effect of prediction generation.
5.2 Surface compositionality and implications of the approach
Inferential hierarchies are functionally compositional, with top-down prediction propagation.
The appearance of bottom-up and concatenative compositionality (at the manifestation level) in
thought is largely due to the fact that thoughts, when they manifest at the conscious level,
typically take the shape of natural language. When we receive language input, it unfolds in a
10

Although figure 1 represents linguistic hierarchy in the old-fashioned syntactic-tree style, the approach does not
presuppose any specific way of encoding linguistic rules. The representational model above is chosen simply for
convenience.
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temporally (oral) or spatially (written) spread-out manner. Due to the jigsaw-puzzle-like nature
of grammar (allowing for composition of higher-order units from the lower-level ones by
directly combining them), thought appears to have concatenative compositionality. This is also
true for language production as it requires uttering linguistic units one by one. Both inferential
models and linguistic processing models are updated in the bidirectional fashion as prescribed by
PP architecture.11 However, this is done in a sort of parallel-processing fashion with conceptto/from-linguistic-unit bridges often serving as the lowest-level connections.
Importantly, both language and thought influence each other. Linguistic tags help to improve
certainty of the ongoing inference, but they can also evoke or activate inference through their
relations to concept-hypotheses. The inference-language loop may also function as an additional
source of prediction errors to match the hypothesis against during offline simulation and serve as
a kind of bootstrapping mechanism.
The picture described above captures productivity and systematicity of thought as well as
functional compositionality in inference and concatenative compositionality in language. It also
allows us to explain why concatenative compositionality does not hold in some cases, such as
that of metaphor: language is about best approximation of thought overall, but it is not about
building thought from the ground up. Although both thought and natural language hierarchies
ultimately describe the same states of affairs, the mapping is not necessarily one-to-one.
To summarize, interconnectedness of thought and language is what creates the illusion of
concatenative bottom-up compositionality in conceptual thinking. The requirement of separate
conceptual and linguistic hierarchies may resemble Williams’s second strategy where the
properties of compositionality and generality are delegated to language and public symbolic
systems. The crucial difference is that all parts of my sketch are purely PP-based. For this reason,
despite introducing multiple subsystems, we may still be able to talk about a single unified model
implemented by the brain. This, however, requires one to accept unification at the computational
(as opposed to the implementational) level. After all, both conceptual and linguistic hierarchies

11

For more on language processing within the PP paradigm, see Rappe (2019).
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adhere to similar processing principles, are deeply integrated, and are in constant communication
afforded by lateral connections.
5.3 Negation, predication, and quantification
One important challenge for the proposed account is to provide at least a provisional story about
how properties such as negation, predication, and quantification may be realized in the brain with
such an architecture. Although a full-fledged answer would merit a separate paper (likely even
several), I will attempt to sketch out some promising directions below.
When it comes to predication, there are two important challenges that need to be addressed. The
first one concerns extraction of predicates from the PCH as separate representations. The second
one relates to the syntactic consistency and expression of predication in language (this distinction
is also highlighted in Kiefer 2019). The question of extraction of predicates is not dissimilar to
the question of representing relations, and this can be done through the process of
conceptualization described in section 4.3. Importantly, conceptual representations do not deal
with syntactic consistency, but rather define content, for example, an action or a property
(although PCH may inform LH when it comes to coordinating the units of linguistic expression).
The details of linguistic expression, such as grammatical coherence, on the other hand, can be
resolved purely within the LH. Further, changing specific elements in a proposition may be
achieved though the feedback loop between LH and PCH realized by the lateral connections. For
a more detailed discussion of predication in the connectionist networks see Kiefer 2019.
The question of quantification also has two aspects. The first aspect is quantification over a finite
number of entities, which is represented in language by the vague quantifiers such as “few”,
“several”, or “many”. The second aspect is that of the universal quantifiers, such as “all” or
“every”, which introduce and additional aspect of infinitude. When it comes to the vague
quantifiers, my hunch is that they do not refer to any specific numerical quantities but instead
specify contextual and communicative factors such as, for example, the relative size of the
objects involved in the scene, or their expected frequency (Moxey and Sanford 1993; Newstead
and Coventry 2000; Rakapakse et al. 2005a). Vague quantifiers are then used in language to
represent ad hoc, “thin” concepts relaying an estimation of precise information in a contextdependent manner. One possibility is that the use of vague quantifiers is initially learned in the
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perceptual domain and then can be applied outside this context. A simple connectionist model of
quantification of visual information is presented, for example, in Rakapakse et al. 2005a. The
authors report that the networks in the model are able to perform the production of
“psychological numbers” produced by human subjects and that, in producing such judgements,
they use similar mechanisms (Rajapakse et al. 2005a, b). A provisional story regarding universal
quantification is presented in Kiefer 2019 (specifically, section 6.8).
Negation, perhaps, presents the most interesting challenge. A large body of literature suggests
that negation makes comprehension more difficult or, at least, takes longer to be processed (see
e.g., Fodor and Garrett 1966; Carpenter et al. 1999; Tettamanti et al. 2008; Bahlmann et al.
2011). Sometimes, this is taken as a sign that the processing of utterances with negation requires
an additional step compared to those not involving negation. More recently, Yosef Grodzinsky
and colleagues (2020) have found that negation is governed by a brain mechanism located
outside the language areas, which further suggests that negation may not be a linguistic process.
Together with the finding that negative phrases or sentences yield reduced levels of activity in
regions involved in the representation of the corresponding affirmative meanings, this supports
the decompositional approach to negation—the idea that a positive reversal of the negative
utterance is represented first, which is then followed by inhibition of this representation. Further
investigation in the nature and levels of brain activity led Liuba Papeo and Manuel de Vega
(2020) to conclude that “processing negated meanings involves two functionally independent
networks: the response inhibition network and the lexical-semantic network/network
representing the words in the scope of negation” (p.741). This naturally aligns with the approach
proposed in this paper. Perhaps, negation, at least, at the sentential level, is realized as inhibition
of the reverse representation in the PCH. Given lateral connectivity between PCH and LH, as
well as simultaneous updating at all levels, it seems plausible that the negation aspect is settled
after the main factual content-bearing elements of the utterances are represented.

6. Conclusions
My aim was to show that compositionality and generality may not necessarily present problems
for PP even under the assumption of a predictive coding architecture. The proposal outlined
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above offers a new perspective on higher-order cognition in linguistic and non-linguistic
creatures as well as different types of non-linguistic cognition in humans. Completing such an
account would require extensive cooperation of philosophers and cognitive scientists, but my
point is theoretical: two abilities are sufficient to capture conceptual thinking in predictive terms
—the ability of concept formation as construction of dynamic representational models and a fullfledged linguistic apparatus, also embedded in PP. What is important here is to consider lateral
connectivity. Sticking to the very literal sense of top and bottom in the generative hierarchies
means looking at generative models as conceptual networks in an overly Fodorian way and
ignoring the simultaneous model updating.
The separation and interaction between language and thought raises no shortage of questions,
many being already explored. My interest here is how PP provides a twist on these discussions,
offering both a new way to ask questions and formulate the answers. Importantly, separating
language and thought does not betray the unifying spirit of PP as the systems communicate
extensively at different levels, mutually informing and bootstrapping one another. Further, as
Williams notes, it is not certain that we need to commit to the single predictive coding
architecture within PP at all. Biology and current discussions warn us that a plurality of
principles may be at stake. That said, prediction error minimization seems like a useful
explanatory concept and if compositionality and generality do not present unresolvable problems
for PP in principle, there is no need to get off the PP horse right now, at least when it comes to
conceptual thought.
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